CS major/minor
Classes

- EECS 183
- EECS 280 & EECS 203 internships available
- EECS 281
Internships

- available once 280 has been taken
  - Microsoft
  - Apple
  - many many others
- Job fair coming up in Jan aimed at internships
Internships

- after 281
  - Google
  - Intel
  - Microsoft
  - Apple
  - Silicon Graphics
  - Many many many many others
Internship-salaries

- Average: $4824 monthly
- Median: $5200 monthly
- plus
  - assistance in room/board
  - travel
  - moving expenses

- All numbers are from 2008
- Probably numbers are higher now
Future Job Possibilities

- Bureau of Labor Statistics
  - computer systems design
    - grow by 39.5%
    - add ¼ of new jobs in professional scientific and technical services
  - Management, scientific, technical consulting
    - grow by 60.5%
  - Network systems and data communications
    - grow by 81.5%
Job Market

- actuality
  - not enough students for jobs available
  - CS students are highly sought after
UM Engineering Career Resource Center

- 210 companies/organizations requested interviews with students
  - 56% requested CS students
- Full-time salary acceptances
  - Average: $66,379
  - Median: $62,500

All numbers are from 2008

Probably numbers are higher now
CS Minor

- EECS 280
- EECS 203
- EECS 281
- one upper level elective